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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, L is an artin algebra over a commutative artinian ring R,
the radical of L is denoted by r, and mod L is the category of finitely
w xgenerated left L-modules. The definitions, notation, and results of ARS
on rings, modules, and artin algebras are used freely throughout the paper,
often without an explicit reference.
wWe remind the reader of some of the definitions and notation of AS80,
xAS81a concerning subcategories of mod L. By a subcategory, we always
mean a full subcategory closed under isomorphisms.
Throughout the paper, X is a subcategory of mod L closed under direct
summands and extensions, the latter meaning that if 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0
is an exact sequence in mod L and A, C g X , then B g X . An exact
sequence in X is an exact sequence in mod L with all the terms in X . A
1 .module Y g X is said to be Ext-injective if Ext X, Y s 0 for all X g X ;L
Y is splitting injective if every monomorphism Y ª X with X g X splits.
A splitting injective module is Ext-injective, but the converse, generally
speaking, is not true. The Ext-projective modules are defined dually.
A morphism f : A ª B in X is a left almost split morphism in X if it is
not a split monomorphism and every morphism j : A ª X in X that is not
* The main results of this paper were obtained in April]May 1996, when the author visited
Instituto de Matematicas, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, and was partiallyÂ Â Â
supported by project IN103195-DGAPA UNAM. The author is grateful to Raymundo
Bautista, Roberto Martõnez-Villa, and Jose Antonio de la Pena for several stimulatingÂ Â Ä
mathematical conversations. E-mail address: mkleiner@sound.syr.edu.
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a split monomorphism factors through f. A right almost split morphism in
f g
X is defined by duality. An exact sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in X is
said to be an almost split sequence in X if f is a left almost split morphism
in X and g is a right almost split morphism in X .
 .  .Given a module Z g mod L, a morphism f : Z ª X Z with X Z g X
is said to be a left X-approximation of Z if for every morphism j : Z ª X
 .with X g X , there exists a morphism h : X Z ª X satisfying j s hf. A
left X-approximation f is called a minimal left X-approximation if f is a
 .  .left minimal morphism, i.e., if every endomorphism s : X Z ª X Z
satisfying sf s f is an isomorphism. A minimal left X-approximation is
unique up to isomorphism. A module has a left X-approximation if and
only if it has a minimal left X-approximation. The subcategory X is said to
be covariantly finite if every module in mod L has a left X-approximation.
The notions of a right or minimal right X-approximation, as well as of a
contravariantly finite subcategory of mod L are introduced by duality. X is
said to be functorially finite if it is both covariantly and contravariantly
finite. The categories that are either covariantly or contravariantly finite
w xare referred to as homologically finite AR92 .
An important role in the theory of almost split sequences in mod L is
played by the fact that if 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 is an almost split sequence,
then A ( DTr C and C ( TrD A, where D : mod L ª mod Lo p and
Tr : mod L ª mod Lo p are the well-known duality and operator, respec-
tively. In particular, the most elegant known proof of existence of almost
split sequences is based on the application of D and Tr to the study of the
covariant and contravariant defect functors of an exact sequence in mod L
w xARS .
The general theory of almost split sequences was further developed in
w xAS81a , where for X functorially finite, the existence of almost split
w xsequences in X was established. The authors of AS81a proposed the
 .following problems p. 435 .
 .a Describe the Ext-projective and Ext-injective objects in X . In
particular, need there be only a finite number of isomorphism classes of
indecomposable objects which are Ext-projective or Ext-injective? Also,
need these numbers be the same when finite?
 .b Suppose 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 is an almost split sequence in X .
Does there exist a method of constructing A from C and vice versa similar
to the construction given by the functors DTr and TrD?
w xIn AS81a these problems were not solved in general, but information
along these lines was presented in some special situations. In the years
that followed, both problems have been addressed in numerous special
cases. However, significant general progress has been achieved only on
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 .problem a in the case when there is a connection with the tilting theory
w x w xAR91a, AR92 . These developments were inspired by AS81b .
 .In the present paper, we solve problem b in terms of minimal left or
right X-approximations, DTr, TrD, and functor Ext1 . We also solve thatL
 .part of problem a that concerns the description of Ext-projective and
Ext-injective modules. Our description gives a necessary and sufficient
condition for the finiteness of number of pairwise non-isomorphic inde-
composable Ext-projective or Ext-injective modules in terms of the mini-
mal X-approximation of a certain subcategory associated with X .
 .  .Our results on problems a and b hold when X is either covariantly or
contravariantly finite, which is a weaker assumption than that of X being
functorially finite. In particular, based on the application of left or right
X-approximations to the study of the contravariant or covariant defect
functor, respectively, of a short exact sequence in X , we obtain two
``one-sided'' existence theorems for almost split sequences in X and,
combining both ``one-sided'' theorems, a new proof of the main existence
w xtheorem of AS81a, Theorem 2.4, p. 434 . The new proof does not depend
on the theory of dualizing R-varieties.
 .The following statement Lemma 2.1 serves as a crucial technical tool.
A minimal left X-approximation f Z : Z ª X Z of Z induces a monomor-
1 Z . 1 Z . < 1 . <phism Ext f , : Ext X , X ª Ext Z, X of the indicated restric-L L L
1 w xtions of functor Ext to X . A corollary is Wakamatsu's Lemma W , whichL
plays an important role in the theory of homologically finite subcategories
w xclosed under extensions AR91a, AR92 . Lemma 2.1 is presented in
 .Section 2, where it is used to prove the following result Theorem 2.3 . If X
is covariantly finite and A is an indecomposable non-Ext-injective module
in X , then the minimal left approximation X TrD A of TrD A can be written
TrD A X 1 . 1 X .in the form X s C [ C , where Ext C, A / 0, Ext C , A s 0,L L
 .and C s sA is a uniquely determined indecomposable module. The rest
of the section contains a proof of the existence of an almost split sequence
0 ª A ª E ª sA ª 0 in X by extending the classical techniques of
w xARS , including the analysis of covariant and contravariant defects of an
exact sequence in X .
As we have just indicated, if A is the left end-term of an almost split
sequence in X , then the right end-term sA is a direct summand of
X TrD A, a minimal left X-approximation of TrD A. It is an interesting
problem to describe those subcategories X for which X TrD A is indecom-
posable for all indecomposable non-Ext-injective modules A g X and,
hence, sA ( X TrD A. We give examples of such subcategories in Section 4.
The dual results on right X-approximations and contravariantly finite
subcategories X are stated for the convenience of the reader.
Section 3 contains various characterizations of Ext-injective and Ext-pro-
jective modules in X . For example, if X is covariantly finite, then an
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indecomposable module M g X is Ext-injective if and only if
1 TrD M .Ext X , M s 0, and M is Ext-projective if and only if it is either aL
splitting projective module or a direct summand of the cokernel of a
minimal left X-approximation of a module in mod L. The utility of the first
of these two results is that in order to verify whether M is Ext-injective,
1 .instead of checking whether Ext X, M s 0 for all X g X , it suffices toL
1 .check whether Ext X, M s 0 for one only value of X, namely, X sL
X TrD M. The second result gives a description of the full subcategory of
mod L determined by the Ext-projective modules of X . Combining these
results with their duals, we obtain several equivalent descriptions of
Ext-injective or Ext-projective modules in case X is functorially finite. In
addition, this section contains the aforementioned necessary and sufficient
condition for the finiteness of number of non-isomorphic indecomposable
 .Ext-injective Ext-projective modules, as well as a sufficient condition for
this finiteness if X is a homologically finite subcategory associated with a
pair of adjoint functors.
In Section 3, we also construct the following curious short exact se-
quence in mod L. Suppose X is covariantly finite, L g X is an indecom-
posable Ext-injective but not splitting injective module, and f : L ª M is a
minimal left almost split morphism in X . Then the sequence 0 ª
f g
L ª M ª Coker f ª 0 is exact, Coker f f X is indecomposable, and g is
a minimal right X-approximation of Coker f. Clearly, the sequence is not
an almost split sequence in X , but it behaves very much like one. For every
morphism X ª Coker f with X g X that is not a split epimorphism, i.e.,
every such morphism because Coker f f X is indecomposable, can be
lifted to M.
Section 4 contains applications of the general theory developed in
Sections 2 and 3 to subcategories closed under submodules. The dual
consideration of subcategories closed under factor modules is left to the
reader.
w xWe first show that some of the results of AS81a on X closed under
submodules are consequences of our general results. For instance, Propo-
 . w xsition 3.1 c of AS81a, p. 436 follows immediately from the description of
w xExt-projective modules, and Corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 of AS81a, pp. 437]438
are special cases of the description of Ext-injective modules and of the
existence of almost split sequences, respectively, in an arbitrary covariantly
finite X . Then we consider the case X s Sub M with M g mod L. Recall
that Sub M is the subcategory of mod L consisting of all modules isomor-
phic to submodules of finite direct sums of copies of M; sufficient
conditions for Sub M to be closed under extensions are given in Section 5
w xof AS81a . For X s Sub M, we give a shorter proof of the description
w xobtained in AS81a of Ext-injective but not splitting injective modules.
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w xThen we concentrate on the case X s Sub L, which was studied in BM
for a 1-Gorenstein artin algebra L. According to the necessary and
w xsufficient condition of AS81a , the class of artin algebras L with Sub L
closed under extensions is strictly larger than the class of 1-Gorenstein
w xalgebras. So a natural question is whether the formulas of BM for left
and right end-terms apply to an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª
0 in an arbitrary subcategory Sub L closed under extensions. We show that
w xthe formula C ( V Tr V DA, given in BM for a 1-Gorenstein algebra L,
works in general; here V N denotes the first syzygy of the module N. On
the other hand, we show by example that the formula A ( V DV Tr C of
w xBM does not work in general. The general formula is A (
 .V DV Tr C , where for a module L g mod L, the module L isV  I . V  I .
obtained from L by dropping all those indecomposable direct summands
of L that are also direct summands of V I for some indecomposable
injective L-module I. Equivalently, L is obtained from L by droppingV  I .
all indecomposable Ext-injective but not splitting injective direct sum-
mands of L. It would be interesting to describe those artin algebras L for
which Sub L is closed under extensions and A ( V DV Tr C for all
almost split sequences in Sub L. We give an example of a non-1-Goren-
stein artin algebra having these properties. In the situation when
inj dim L s 1, the formula for the left end-term of an almost split se-L
quence in the category of Cohen]Macaulay modules over a Gorenstein
w xartin algebra L AR 91b, Theorem 3.7, p. 234 is another special case of
 .our formula A ( V DV Tr C .V  I .
In Section 4, we also give an explicit formula for a right not necessarily
.minimal X-approximation of an arbitrary module in mod L if X s Sub L.
While an explicit formula for a minimal left X-approximation of an
w xarbitrary module is given in AS81a for any X closed under submodules, it
seems that no explicit formula for a right Sub L-approximation has ap-
peared in the literature.
The author is grateful for the helpful remarks of the referee.
2. LEFT APPROXIMATIONS AND THE RIGHT
END-TERM OF AN ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCE
In what follows, for all Z g mod L, we denote by f Z : Z ª X Z a
 .minimal left X-approximation of Z if it exists , and by g : X ª Z, aZ Z
minimal right X-approximation of Z.
We begin by showing that a minimal left or right X-approximation
induces a monomorphism of the appropriate restrictions of functor Ext1 toL
X ; this result is crucial for the rest of the paper.
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LEMMA 2.1. For all Z g mod L:
 . 1 Z . 1 Z . < 1 . <a Ext f , : Ext X , X ª Ext Z, X is a monomorphism ofL L L
functors.
 . 1 . 1 . < 1 . <b Ext , g : Ext , X X ª Ext , Z X is a monomorphism ofL Z L Z L
contra¨ariant functors.
 .Proof. a Consider the exact commutative diagram
6 6 6 6
0 N V Z 0
6 6
Zf
g
Z6 6 6 6N0 W X 0
in mod L with N g X , and suppose that the top row splits. Then f Z s gt
for some t : Z ª W and, since X is closed under extensions, W g X so
that t s hf Z for some h : X Z ª W. We obtain f Z s ghf Z, whence gh is
an isomorphism because f Z is left minimal, and the bottom row splits.
1 Z . 1 Z . 1 .This shows that Ext f , N : Ext X , N ª Ext Z, N is a monomor-L L L
phism of R-modules.
 .  .b This is dual to the proof of a .
w x   .The next statement was proved in W see Proposition 2.22, parts 2
 U . .and 2 , pp. 318]319 in a special case, then stated in full generality,
w xcalled Wakamatsu's Lemma, and used extensively in AR91a, AR92 ,
where it was recognized that the original proof works in general. We
obtain the statement as a consequence of Lemma 2.1.
 .COROLLARY 2.2 Wakamatsu's Lemma . For all Z g mod L:
 . 1 Z .a Ext Coker f , ¬ X s 0.L
 . 1 .b Ext , Ker g ¬ X s 0.L Z
 . Z ZProof. a Let j : X ª Coker f be the natural projection, then
1 Z . 1 . 1 .  .Ext f , (Ext j, s 0, whence Ext j, ¬ X s 0 by Lemma 2.1 a . ForL L L
 .any N g X , applying the contravariant functor Hom , N to the shortLjiZ Z Z6 6exact sequence 0 ª Im f X Coker f ª 0, we obtain the long
 .Hom i , NL sZ Z6 6 .  .exact sequence ??? ª Hom X , N Hom Im f , NL L1 .Ext j , NL1 Z 1 Z6 .  .Ext Coker f , N Ext X , N ??? in mod R. By the above re-L L
1 . Z Zmark, Ext j, N s 0. Clearly, i : Im f ª X is a left X-approximation ofL
Z  .Im f , so that Hom i, N is onto and, by the exactness, s s 0. It followsL
1 Z .that Ext Coker f , N s 0.L
 .  .b This is dual to the proof of a .
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Z  .If f is a monomorphism g is an epimorphism , it is easy to see thatZ
Wakamatsu's Lemma implies Lemma 2.1. We do not know whether the
two lemmas are equivalent in general.
We are ready to present a method for computing one of the end-terms
of an almost split sequence in a homologically finite subcategory X if the
other end-term is given.
 .THEOREM 2.3. a Let C g X be an indecomposable non-Ext-projecti¨ e
module. If DTr C has a right X-approximation, then X s A [ AX, whereDTr C
1 . 1 X .A is an indecomposable module, Ext C, A / 0, and Ext C, A s 0. TheL L
module A is determined uniquely up to isomorphism.
 .  .b In the setting of a , denote by st C the unique indecomposable
1 .direct summand of X satisfying Ext C, t C / 0. A non-split short exactDTr C L
sequence 0 ª X ª E ª C ª 0 is isomorphic to the direct sum of aDTr C
split exact sequence 0 ª Y ª Y ª 0 ª 0 and a non-split exact sequence
0 ª t C ª U ª C ª 0.
 .c Let A g X be an indecomposable non-Ext-injecti¨ e module. If
TrD A has a left X-approximation, then X TrD A s C [ CX, where C is an
1 . 1 X .indecomposable module, Ext C, A / 0, and Ext C , A s 0. The moduleL L
C is determined uniquely up to isomorphism.
 .  .d In the setting of c , denote by sA the unique indecomposable
TrD A 1 .direct summand of X satisfying Ext sA, A / 0. A non-split shortL
exact sequence 0 ª A ª F ª X TrD A ª 0 is isomorphic to the direct sum of
a split exact sequence 0 ª 0 ª W ª W ª 0 and a non-split exact sequence
0 ª A ª V ª sA ª 0.
 .Proof. a Write X s A [ ??? [ A , where A is indecomposableDTr C 1 m j
 . 1 . 1 .for all j s 1, . . . , m. By Lemma 2.1 b , Ext C, g : Ext C, X ªL DTr C L DTr C
1 .Ext C, DTr C is a monomorphism of R-modules which, in fact, is aL
 .o p w xmonomorphism of End C -modules in view of Lemma III.1.6 of M .L
1 .  .o p 1Therefore, Im Ext C, g is an End C -submodule of Ext C,L DTr C L L
. 1 . m 1 .DTr C isomorphic to Ext C, X ( [ Ext C, A , using the factL DTr C L jjs1
1 .  .o pthat Ext C, : mod L ª mod End C is an additive functor. Since CL L
is not Ext-projective in X , it is not projective in mod L, so that
1 .Ext C, DTr C has a simple socle according to V Proposition 2.1 ofL
w x 1 .ARS . It follows that Im Ext C, g is either zero or an indecompos-L DTr C
 .o p 1able End C -module, whence there is at most one j satisfying Ext C,L L
.A / 0.j
 . 1 .To finish the proof of a , it suffices to show that Ext C, X / 0.L DTr C
Since C is not Ext-projective in X , there exists a non-split exact sequence
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f g
0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in X , and we obtain the exact commutative diagram
f g6 6 6 6
0 A B C 0
6 6
j
6 6 6 6
DTr C0 F C 0,
where the bottom row is an almost split sequence in mod L. Since A g X ,
we have j s g h for some h : A ª X , which leads to the followingDTr C DTr C
exact commutative diagram in mod L.
f g6 6 6 6
0 A B C 0
6 6
sh
 .2.1 6 6 6 6
X0 E C 0DTr C
6 6
gDTr C
6 6 6 6
DTr C0 F C 0.
Since the bottom row does not split, neither does the middle row, whence
1 .Ext C, X / 0.L DTr C
 .  .b This follows from a , properties of the Baer addition of short
1 .exact sequences, and the additivity of the functor Ext C, .L
 .  .  .  .c and d These are dual to the proofs of a and b .
In view of Theorem 2.3, we introduce the following notation.
Notation 2.1. Let M g X be an indecomposable module.
 .a Suppose X is contravariantly finite. We put t M s 0 if M is
Ext-projective. If M is not Ext-projective, then t M is the unique indecom-
1 .posable direct summand Y of X satisfying Ext M, Y / 0.DTr M L
 .b Suppose X is covariantly finite. We put s M s 0 if M is Ext-in-
jective. If M is not Ext-injective, then s M is the unique indecomposable
TrD M 1 .direct summand Z of X satisfying Ext Z, M / 0.L
COROLLARY 2.4. Let 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 be an almost split sequence
in X .
 .a If X is contra¨ariantly finite, A ( t C.
 .b If X is co¨ariantly finite, C ( sA.
 .Proof. a C must not be Ext-projective in X , so that we can proceed as
 .  .in the proof of Theorem 2.3 a and get the commutative diagram 2.1 in
which the middle row does not split. It follows that h does not factor
through f , hence, must be a split monomorphism. Thus A is an indecom-
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1 .posable direct summand of X satisfying Ext C, A / 0. Using Nota-DTr C L
 .  .tion 2.1 a and Theorem 2.3 a , we get A ( t C.
 .  .b This is dual to the proof of a .
w xWe now obtain two one-sided versions of Theorem 2.4 of AS81a , which
is the main existence theorem of that paper. Combining the two one-sided
versions, we get a new proof of the theorem, one that does not rely on the
theory of dualizing R-varieties.
First, we recall the notions of covariant and contravariant defect of a
w xshort exact sequence ARS Sect. IV.4, p. 128 . Given an exact sequence
d : 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 in mod L, the covariant defect d# and con-
U 1 . 1 .travariant defect d of d are the subfunctors of Ext N, and Ext , L ,L L
respectively, defined by the exact sequences
0 ª Hom N , ª Hom M , ª Hom L, ª d# ª 0 .  .  .L L L
and
0 ª Hom , L ª Hom , M ª Hom , N ª d * ª 0 .  .  .L L L
in mod R.
 :For all finitely generated R-modules U, denote by U the R-length
of U.
f g
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let d : 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 be an exact sequence in
X . For all Z g mod L:
 .  Z .  Z .  .a The morphism Hom f , N : Hom X , N ª Hom Z, N ofL L L
R-modules induces an isomorphism
Hom X Z , N rIm Hom X Z , g ª Hom Z, N rIm Hom Z, g . .  .  . . ÄL L L L
 U  .:  U  Z .:In particular, d Z s d X .
 .  .  .  .b The morphism Hom L, g : Hom L, X ª Hom L, Z ofL Z L Z L
R-modules induces an isomorphism
Hom L, X rIm Hom f , X ª Hom L, Z rHom f , Z . .  .  .  .ÄL Z L Z L L
  .:   .:In particular, d# X s d# Z .Z
 . ZProof. a Since N g X and f is a left X-approximation of Z, then
 Z .Hom f , N is an epimorphism of R-modules, so that it suffices to showL
 Z .  .that Im Hom X , g is the full preimage of Im Hom Z, g underL L
 Z .Hom f , N . It is clear thatL
Hom f Z , N Im Hom X Z , g ; Im Hom Z, g . . .  . .L L L
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We have to show that if h : X Z ª N has the property that hf Z factors
through g, then h factors through g.
Consider the exact commutative diagram
6 6 6 6
0 L U Z 0
6 6
Zf
Z6 6 6 6L0 V X 0
6 6
h
f g6 6 6 6
L0 M N 0
in mod L. Since hf Z factors through g, the top row splits.
1 . 1 Z .Let a g Ext Z, L and b g Ext X , L be the elements correspond-L L
ing to the top and middle rows of the diagram, respectively. Then 0 s a s
1 Z . . 1 Z .Ext f , L b . Since Ext f , L is a monomorphism of R-modules byL L
 .Lemma 2.1 a , we have b s 0, i.e., the middle row splits. It follows that h
factors through g.
 .  .b This is dual to the proof of a .
 .THEOREM 2.6. a Assume X is contra¨ariantly finite. If C g X is an
indecomposable non-Ext-projecti¨ e module, then there exists an exact sequence
g f
0 ª X ª E ª C ª 0 with f a right almost split morphism in X .DTr C
 .b Assume X is co¨ariantly finite. If A g X is an indecomposable
g f
non-Ext-injecti¨ e module, then there exists an exact sequence 0 ª A ª F ª
X TrD A ª 0 with g a left almost split morphism in X .
 .Proof. a Since C is not Ext-projective, there exists a non-split exact
sequence d : 0 ª L ª M ª C ª 0 in X . Since not every endomorphism
 U  .:of C can be lifted to M, we have d C / 0. By IV Theorem
w x  U  .:   .:  .4.1 of ARS , d C s d# DTr C , and Proposition 2.5 b gives
  .:   .:   .:d# X s d# DTr C , so that d# X / 0. It follows thatDTr C DTr C
X is not Ext-injective, whence there exists a non-split exact sequenceDTr C
jh
0 ª X ª B ª V ª 0 in X . Since not every endomorphism of XDTr C DTr C
 . w xfactors through h, Proposition 2.5 b and IV Theorem 4.1 of ARS imply
that not every morphism C ª V factors through j.
 .From now on, the proof proceeds as that of V Theorem 1.15 a of
w xARS , starting with line 14 from the top of p. 145 to the end on p. 146.
One only has to replace everywhere DTr C by X and replace theDTr C
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w xreference to IV Corollary 4.4 of ARS in the top line of p. 146 by the
 .reference to Proposition 2.5 b of the present paper and IV Theorem 4.1
w xof ARS , keeping in mind that X is closed under extensions.
 .  .b This is dual to the proof of a .
The following statement is a consequence of Proposition 4.4 from
w xChapter II of A , which was proved with the use of a duality between
certain categories of finitely presented functors. For the convenience of
the reader, we give an elementary proof.
p q
 .PROPOSITION 2.7. a Let 0 ª Ker q ª B ª C ª 0 be an exact se-
quence in X with q a minimal right almost split morphism in X . Then Ker q is
indecomposable and p is a minimal left almost split morphism in X .
p q
 .b Let 0 ª A ª E ª Coker p ª 0 be an exact sequence in X with p
a minimal left almost split morphism in X . Then Coker p is indecomposable
and q is a minimal right almost split morphism in X .
 .  .Proof. a According to Theorem 2.3 b , the exact sequence 0 ª
g f
 .X ª E ª C ª 0 given by Theorem 2.6 a is the direct sum of a splitDTr C
exact sequence 0 ª Y ª Y ª 0 ª 0 and a non-split exact sequence 0 ª
l
t C ª U ª C ª 0, where l is a minimal right almost split morphism in X
because t C is indecomposable. By the uniqueness of a minimal right
almost split morphism in X , we have Ker q ( t C, whence Ker q is
indecomposable. p is a left minimal morphism because C is indecompos-
able.
To prove that p is a left almost split morphism in X , it suffices to show
that if X g X is indecomposable and a morphism a : Ker q ª X does not
factor through p, then a is an isomorphism. Consider the pushout
diagram
p q6 6 6 6
0 Ker q B C 0
66
ba
t s6 6 6 6
X0 F C 0
and note that F g X because X is closed under extensions. Since a does
not factor through p, the bottom row does not split, whence s s qd for
some d : F ª B because q is right almost split in X . Denote by g : X ª
Ker q the unique morphism in mod L satisfying d t s pg ; we obtain the
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exact commutative diagram
p q6 6 6 6
0 Ker q B C 0
66
ba
t s6 6 6 6
X0 F C 0
6 6
g d
p q6 6 6 6
Ker q0 B C 0.
From the equality q s sb s q db , we conclude that db is an isomorphism
because q is a right minimal morphism. Then ga is an isomorphism, so
that a is an isomorphism because X is indecomposable.
 .  .b This is dual to the proof of a .
COROLLARY 2.8. Assume X is contra¨ariantly finite and let C g X be an
indecomposable module.
 .a There exists a right almost split morphism B ª C in X .
 .b If C is not Ext-projecti¨ e, there exists an almost split sequence
0 ª t C ª E ª C ª 0 in X .
 . w xProof. a See Proposition 3.10 of AS80 .
 .  .  .b This follows from Theorem 2.6 a , Proposition 2.7 a , and Corol-
 .lary 2.4 a .
For the sake of completeness, we state without proof the result dual to
Corollary 2.8.
COROLLARY 2.9. Assume X is co¨ariantly finite and let A g X be an
indecomposable module.
 .a There exists a left almost split morphism A ª B in X .
 .b If A is not Ext-injecti¨ e, there exists an almost split sequence
0 ª A ª E ª sA ª 0 in X .
It follows from Corollaries 2.8, 2.9, and Theorem 2.3 that if X is
 .  . covariantly contravariantly finite and A C is not Ext-injective Ext-pro-
.  . TrD Ajective , then sA t C is a uniquely determined direct summand of X
 . X . It would be interesting to describe all covariantly con-DTr C
.travariantly finite subcategories X of mod L with the property that for all
 . TrD A  .A C , module X X is indecomposable and, consequently,DTr C
TrD A  .sA ( X t C ( X . We will give examples of such subcategoriesDTr C
in Section 4.
We finish the section with the following uniqueness result. For M g
 .   ..  .mod L denote by End M End M the factor ring of End M moduloLL L
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the ideal of all morphisms M ª M that factor through a projective
 .injective module.
 .PROPOSITION 2.10. a Assume X is contra¨ariantly finite. Let 0 ª XDTr C
s tª U ª C ª 0 be a non-split exact sequence in X , where C is indecompos-
 .able with End C a di¨ ision ring. Then the bottom row of the pushoutL
diagram
s t6 6 6 6
0 X U C 0DTr C
6 6
gDTr C
6 6 6 6
DTr C0 V C 0
is an almost split sequence in mod L, and t is a right almost split morphism in
X .
p q TrD A6 6 .b Assume X is co¨ariantly finite. Let 0 ª A W X ª 0
 .be a non-split exact sequence in X , where A is indecomposable with End AL
a di¨ ision ring. Then the top row of the pullback diagram
6 6 6 6
0 A Y TrD A 0
6 6
TrD Af
p q
TrD A6 6 6 6A0 W X 0
is an almost split sequence in mod L, and p is a left almost split morphism in
X .
 .  . w xProof. a By V Corollary 2.4 a of ARS , if the bottom row does not
split, then it is an almost split sequence in mod L. Suppose, to the
contrary, that it does split. Then g s hs for some h : U ª DTr C.DTr C
Since U g X , we have h s g j for some j : U ª X . Therefore,DTr C DTr C
g s g js, whence js is an isomorphism because g is a rightDTr C DTr C DTr C
minimal morphism. It follows that the top row splits, a contradiction.
s t .By Theorem 2.3 b , the exact sequence 0 ª X ª U ª C ª 0 is theDTr C
direct sum of a split exact sequence 0 ª Y ª Y ª 0 ª 0 and a non-split
 .exact sequence 0 ª t C ª E ª C ª 0. In view of Corollary 2.8 b , an
w xargument similar to the proof of V Proposition 2.3 of ARS shows that the
latter sequence must be almost split in X .
 .  .b This is dual to the proof a .
3. EXT-PROJECTIVE AND EXT-INJECTIVE MODULES
 .In this section, we study right left almost split morphisms in X with
 .Ext-projective codomain Ext-injective domain ; obtain a new characteriza-
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 .tion of Ext-projective Ext-injective modules in terms of minimal right
 .  . 1left X-approximations, DTr TrD , and functor Ext ; and describe theL
 .subcategory of mod L determined by the Ext-projective Ext-injective
 .modules in terms of left right X-approximations.
LEMMA 3.1. Let X g X be an indecomposable module.
 .a If X is Ext-projecti¨ e but not splitting projecti¨ e, then for any
f g
non-split short exact sequence 0 ª Ker g ª Y ª X ª 0 with Y g X , the
morphism f is a minimal left X-approximation of Ker g. If g is a right
minimal morphism, Ker g is indecomposable.
 .b If X is Ext-injecti¨ e but not splitting injecti¨ e, then for any non-split
f g
short exact sequence 0 ª X ª Y ª Coker f ª 0 with Y g X , the morphism
g is a minimal right X-approximation of Coker f. If f is a left minimal
morphism, Coker f is indecomposable.
 .Proof. a Given a morphism h : Ker g ª A with A g X , consider the
pushout diagram
f g6 6 6 6
0 Ker g Y X 0
66
h
6 6 6 6
A0 B X 0.
Since X is Ext-projective, the bottom row splits, so that h factors through
f. Since the top row is a non-split exact sequence and X is indecompos-
able, f is a left minimal morphism. Thus, f is a minimal left X-approxima-
tion of Ker g.
Suppose now that g is a right minimal morphism and show Ker g is
indecomposable. Since a finite direct sum of left minimal morphisms is a
left minimal morphism, f is the direct sum of minimal left X-approxima-
tions f Z : Z ª X Z of the indecomposable direct summands Z of Ker g.
Then each f Z is a monomorphism and X ( Coker f ( [ Coker f Z,Z
where Coker f Z / 0 for all Z because g is right minimal. Since X is
indecomposable, so is Ker g.
 .  .b This is dual to the proof of a .
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume X is contra¨ariantly finite. Let g : B ª C be a
minimal right almost split morphism in X with C an Ext-projecti¨ e module.
 .a g is not surjecti¨ e if and only if C is splitting projecti¨ e.
 .b Suppose C is not splitting projecti¨ e. The short exact sequence
f g
0 ª Ker g ª B ª C ª 0 has the property that Ker g is an indecomposable
module not in X and f is a minimal left X-approximation of Ker g. If
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gX : BX ª CX is a minimal right almost split morphism in X with CX Ext-projec-
ti¨ e but not splitting projecti¨ e, then CX ( C if and only if Ker gX ( Ker g.
 .Proof. a For the necessity, note that since g is not surjective, no
surjection X ª C with X g X factors through g. Hence every such
surjection is a split epimorphism, i.e., C is splitting projective. The suffi-
ciency follows from the fact that g is not a split epimorphism.
 .  .b By a , g is surjective, so that the indicated sequence is exact.
Since g is not a split epimorphism and C is Ext-projective, Ker g f X . The
 .rest of the first assertion follows from Lemma 3.1 a , taking into account
that C is indecomposable.
For the second assertion, consider the short exact sequence 0 ª
f X gX
X X X XKer g ª B ª C ª 0. If h : C ª C is an isomorphism, there is an iso-
morphism j : BX ª B satisfying hgX s gj, because a minimal right almost
split morphism in X with codomain C is unique up to isomorphism. Hence
Ker gX ( Ker g. If l : Ker gX ( Ker g is an isomorphism, there exists an
isomorphism j : BX ª B satisfying jf X s fl, because a minimal left X-ap-
X Xproximation of Ker g is unique up to isomorphism. Hence C ( C.
For the convenience of the reader, we give without proof the statement
dual to Proposition 3.2.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume X is co¨ariantly finite. Let f : A ª B be a
minimal left almost split morphism in X with A an Ext-injecti¨ e module.
 .a f is not injecti¨ e if and only if A is splitting injecti¨ e.
 .b Suppose A is not splitting injecti¨ e. The short exact sequence 0 ª
f g
A ª B ª Coker f ª 0 has the property that Coker f is an indecomposable
module not in X and g is a minimal right X-approximation of Coker f. If
f X : AX ª BX is a minimal left almost split morphism in X with AX Ext-injecti¨ e
but not splitting injecti¨ e, then AX ( A if and only if Coker f X ( Coker f.
Remark 3.1. The short exact sequence in the statement of Proposition
 .3.2 b is not an exact sequence in X because Ker g f X . However, it
behaves very much like an almost split sequence in X : g is a minimal right
almost split morphism in X ; the left end-term is indecomposable and
uniquely determined by C; for all X g X , every morphism Ker g ª X that
is not a split monomorphism i.e., every morphism Ker g ª X, because
.Ker g f X factors through f.
It would be interesting to have a formula for Ker g in terms of C.
The dual comments apply to the short exact sequence in the statement
 .of Proposition 3.3 b .
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Our next result is a characterization of Ext-projective and Ext-injective
modules in a contravariantly finite subcategory of mod L.
THEOREM 3.4. Assume X is contra¨ariantly finite and let M g X be an
indecomposable module.
 . 1 .a M is an Ext-projecti¨ e module if and only if Ext M, X s 0.L DTr M
 .b M is a splitting injecti¨ e module if and only if it is a direct summand
of X for some indecomposable injecti¨ e L-module I.I
 .c M is an Ext-injecti¨ e module if and only if it is either a splitting
injecti¨ e module or a direct summand of X for some Z g mod L.Ker gZ
 .Proof. a The necessity follows from the definition of an Ext-projective
module. For the sufficiency, note that if M is not Ext-projective, Theorem
 . 1 . 1 .2.3 a implies Ext M, X / 0 because functor Ext M, commutesL DTr M L
1 .with finite direct sums. Since Ext M, X s 0 by assumption, M mustL DTr M
be Ext-projective.
 .  . w xb See Lemma 3.11 a and Proposition 3.6, both of AS80 .
 .c For the necessity, suppose M is an Ext-injective but not splitting
injective module and show it is a direct summand of X for someKer gZ
 .  .Z g mod L. According to Lemma 3.11 a and Corollary 2.4 d , both of
f g
w xAS80 , there exists a non-split short exact sequence 0 ª M ª N ª
 .Coker f ª 0 with N a splitting injective module in X . By Lemma 3.1 b , g
is a minimal right X-approximation of Coker f , whence g s g andCoker f
M s Ker g s X .Coker f Ker g .Coker f
For the sufficiency, note that if M is splitting injective, then, obviously,
M is Ext-injective. Show that if M is a direct summand of X forKer gZ
some Z g mod L, then M is an Ext-injective module. We have the exact
sequence
gZ
0 ª Ker g ª X ª ZZ Z
and a minimal right X-approximation g : X ª Ker g . By Waka-Ker g Ker g ZZ Z1 .  .matsu's Lemma, Ext , Ker g ¬ X s 0. By Lemma 2.1 b ,L Z
Ext1 , g : Ext1 , X ¬ X ª Ext1 , Ker g ¬ X .  . .L Ker g L Ker g L ZZ Z
1 .is a monomorphism, whence Ext , X ¬ X s 0, i.e., X is Ext-in-L Ker g Ker gZ Z
jective. Since M is a direct summand of X by assumption, M isKer gZ
Ext-injective.
 .The utility of part a of Theorem 3.4 is that in order to verify whether
1 .the given module M is Ext-projective, i.e., whether Ext M, X s 0 for allL
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1 .X g X , it suffices to verify whether Ext M, X s 0 for just one X,L
namely, for the module X s X , which can be computed from M.DTr M
We now introduce the following definitions and notation. For a subcate-
gory Y of mod L, denote by Ind Y a complete set of pairwise non-isomor-
phic indecomposable direct summands of modules in Y . Let C be a
subcategory of mod L. If X is contravariantly finite, we call the set
 4X s M g Ind X ¬ M is a direct summand of X for some C g CC C
the minimal right X-approximation of C. If X is covariantly finite, we call
the set
X C s M g Ind X ¬ M is a direct summand of X C for some C g C 4
 .the minimal left X-approximation of C. Let K X be the subcategory of
mod L determined by all modules of the form Ker g for some Z g mod L,Z
 .and let C X be the subcategory determined by all modules of the form
Z  .   ..Coker f for some Z g mod L. Denote by I X P X a complete set0 0
 .of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable splitting injective projective
modules in X .
< <For a set S, denote by S the cardinality of S.
 .COROLLARY 3.5. Assume X is contra¨ariantly finite. X j I X is aKX . 0
complete set of non-isomorphic indecomposable Ext-injecti¨ e modules in X . X
has finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable Ext-injecti¨ e modules if and
< <only if X - `.KX .
For the sake of completeness, we present without proof the results dual
to Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5.
THEOREM 3.6. Assume X is co¨ariantly finite and let M g X be an
indecomposable module.
 . 1 TrD M .a M is an Ext-injecti¨ e module if and only if Ext X , M s 0.L
 .b M is a splitting projecti¨ e module if and only if it is a direct
summand of X P for some indecomposable projecti¨ e L-module P.
 .c M is an Ext-projecti¨ e module if and only if it is either a splitting
projecti¨ e module or a direct summand of X Coker f
Z
for some Z g mod L.
C X .  .COROLLARY 3.7. Assume X is co¨ariantly finite. X j P X is a0
complete set of non-isomorphic indecomposable Ext-projecti¨ e modules in X .
X has finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable Ext-projecti¨ e modules if
< C X . <and only if X - `.
Putting together Theorems 3.4, 3.6, and Corollaries 3.5, 3.7, we obtain
the following.
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COROLLARY 3.8. Assume X is functorially finite and let M g X be an
indecomposable module.
 .a The following are equi¨ alent:
 .i M is Ext-projecti¨ e.
 . 1 .ii Ext M, X s 0.L DTr M
 .iii M is either a splitting projecti¨ e module or a direct summand of
X Coker f
Z
for some Z g mod L.
 .b The following are equi¨ alent:
 .i M is Ext-injecti¨ e.
 . 1 TrD M .ii Ext X , M s 0.L
 .iii M is either a splitting injecti¨ e module or a direct summand of
X for some Z g mod L.Ker gZ
We finish this section by giving a sufficient condition for the finiteness
of number of non-isomorphic indecomposable Ext-projective Ext-injec-
.tive modules in a homologically finite subcategory associated with a pair
of adjoint functors.
 .  .Let S Q be an artin algebra. Denote by mod S mod Q the category
 .of finitely generated left S-modules Q-modules and let F : mod S ª
mod Q be a functor. Denote by Im F the subcategory of mod Q consisting
of all modules isomorphic to FX for some X g mod S. For a subcategory
 .  .  .C D of mod S mod Q , denote by add C add D the subcategory
 .consisting of all S Q -modules isomorphic to direct summands of finite
 .direct sums of modules in C D .
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let S and Q be artin algebras and let S : mod S ª
mod Q, T : mod Q ª mod S be a pair of additi¨ e adjoint functors with S a
left adjoint of T.
 .  .a Assume add Im S is closed under extensions. If
Ind TK add Im S - `, . .
 .then add Im S has finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable Ext-injec-
ti¨ e modules.
 .  .b Assume add Im T is closed under extensions. If
Ind SC add Im T - `, . .
 .then add Im T has finitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable Ext-projec-
ti¨ e modules.
 .  . w x  .Proof. a By Proposition 1.2 a of AR92 , add Im S is contravariantly
 .finite and each N g mod Q has a right add Im S -approximation STN ª
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  ..  4   ..N. If Ind TK add Im S s L , . . . , L , then for N g K add Im S , we1 t
 . t  .m ihave a right add Im S -approximation [ SL ª N because S is aniis1
additive functor. It follows that
Ind add Im S - `. .   ..K add Im S
 .By Corollary 3.5, add Im S has finitely many non-isomorphic indecompos-
able Ext-injective modules.
 .  .b This is dual to the proof of a .
4. SUBCATEGORIES CLOSED UNDER SUBMODULES
In this section, we assume that, in addition to being closed under
extensions and satisfying other conditions indicated in the Introduction, X
is a subcategory of mod L closed under submodules. We apply the general
theory of Sections 2 and 3 to obtain, refine, or generalize some of the
w xresults of AS81a, BM on such an X . The dual consideration of subcate-
gories closed under factor modules can be carried out similarly, using the
w xresults of Sections 3 and 4 of AS81a ; we leave this to the reader.
 . w xAccording to Proposition 4.8 b of AS80 , for all Z g mod L, there
 .exists a unique minimal submodule t Z among the submodules Y of ZX
satisfying ZrY g X . It follows that X is a covariantly finite subcategory of
Z  .mod L with the natural projection f : Z ª Zrt Z being a minimal leftX
Z  .  .X-approximation of Z; in particular, X s Zrt Z . By Proposition 4.7 cX
w xof AS80 , X is functorially finite if and only if X s Sub M for some
M g mod L.
 .  .  .Parts a , b , and d of the following statement are Corollaries 3.4, 3.5,
 . w x  .  . w xand Proposition 3.1 c of AS81a . Parts b and c were obtained in BM ;
 . w x  .  .  .part c was obtained in H . We show how to obtain a , b , and d as
consequences of our general theory. Although we have nothing new to say
 .about the proof of c , we quote the result because it provides an example
of a large class of covariantly finite subcategories X for which the minimal
left approximation of TrD A is indecomposable for all indecomposable
non-Ext-injective modules A g X .
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose A g X is an indecomposable module.
 .  .a A is Ext-injecti¨ e if and only if t TrD A s TrD A.X
 .b If A is not Ext-injecti¨ e, there exists an almost split sequence
0 ª A ª E ª sA ª 0 in X , where sA is a direct summand of
 .TrD Art TrD A .X
 .  .c If A is not Ext-injecti¨ e, TrD Art TrD A is indecomposable.X
 .d E¨ery Ext-projecti¨ e module in X is splitting projecti¨ e.
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 .  .Proof. a By Theorem 3.6 a , A is Ext-injective if and only if
1 TrD A . TrD A  .Ext X , A s 0. Since X s TrD Art TrD A , the sufficiency isL X
obvious. Prove the necessity; we may assume A is not injective in mod L.
 .Applying the contravariant functor Hom , A to the short exact se-L
g TrD Af TrD A6 .quence 0 ª t TrD A ª TrD A X ª 0, we obtain the longX
exact sequence
??? ª Ext1 X TrD A , A ª Ext1 TrD A , A .  .L L
6 1Ext t TrD A , A ª ??? . . . .L X1 .Ext g , AL
1 TrD A . 1 .Since A is Ext-injective, Ext X , A s 0, so that Ext g, A is aL L
monomorphism.
Consider the pullback diagram
6 6 6 6
 .0 A U t TrD A 0X
6 6
g
s t6 6 6 6
A0 E TrD A 0,
where the bottom row is an almost split sequence in mod L. Since
1 .Ext g, A is a monomorphism, the top row does not split, whence g doesL
not factor through t. It follows that g is a split epimorphism, which must
 .be an isomorphism. Thus t TrD A s TrD A.X
 .  .  .b This follows from Corollary 2.9 b and Notation 2.1 b .
 . w xc See BM, H .
 .  . Zd Follows from Theorem 3.6 c in view of the fact that f is an
epimorphism for all Z g mod L.
w xThe next statement is Theorem 4.1 of AS81a , which gives a description
of the Ext-injective modules in X s Sub M. We apply a result from Section
 .3 in order to give a shorter proof of part c of that theorem. Our proof
does not use categories of functors but relies on elementary properties of
short exact sequences.
THEOREM 4.2. Assume X s Sub M for some M g mod L and let A g X
be an indecomposable module.
 .a A is splitting injecti¨ e if and only if it is a direct summand of X forI
some indecomposable injecti¨ e L-module I.
 .b A is Ext-injecti¨ e but not splitting injecti¨ e if and only if A is a direct
summand of Ker g for some indecomposable injecti¨ e L-module I.I
 .Proof. We treat only the necessity of b . Since X is contravariantly
finite and A is not splitting injective, there exists a non-split exact
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jh
sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod L with B a splitting injective
module in X . Let g : C ª I be a monomorphism with I injective in mod L
gf I
and consider the exact sequence 0 ª Ker g ª X ª I. Since B g X , thereI I
exist a morphism b : B ª X satisfying g s g b and a unique morphismI j I
a : A ª Ker g satisfying b h s fa . Since j is surjective, Im g s Im g j ;I
Im g , and we get the exact commutative diagramI
jh6 6 6 6
0 A B C 0
6 6 6
g  .a b 4.1
gf I6 6 6 6
Ker g0 X Im g 0I I I
in mod L.
Show that a and b are monomorphisms. According to Lemma III.1.3 of
w xM , there exists an exact commutative diagram
jh6 6 6 6
0 A B C 0
6 6
a d
t6 6 6 6
Ker g0 E C 0I
6 6
ge
gf I6 6 66 X Im g 0Ker g0 I II
satisfying ed s b. Since g is a monomorphism, so is e , whence E g X
 .because X is closed under submodules. By Lemma 3.1 b , j is a minimal
right X-approximation of C, so that t s jt for some t : E ª B. We have
j s td s jtd , whence td is an isomorphism because j is a right minimal
morphism. Hence d is a monomorphism and so is b s ed . From the
 .diagram 4.1 , we conclude that a is a monomorphism.
Consider the commutative diagram
0 0 0
6 6 6jh6 6 6 6
0 A B C 0
6 6 6
ga b
gf I6 6 6 6
Ker g0 X Im g 0I I I
66 6
i6 6 6 6
Coker a0 Coker b Coker g 0
6
6 6
0 0 0
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in which the columns and top two rows are exact. By the 3 = 3 lemma, the
bottom row is exact.
Since B is a splitting injective module, b is a split monomorphism,
whence Coker b g X . Then i factors through a minimal left X-approxima-
tion f Coker a : Coker a ª X Coker a, which is an epimorphism. Since i is a
monomorphism, f Coker a must be an isomorphism, i.e., Coker a g X .
Therefore the left column splits because A is Ext-injective, whence A
direct summand of Ker g . Since A is indecomposable, the desired resultI
follows from the observation that a minimal right approximation of a
direct sum is the direct sum of minimal right approximations.
We finish this paper by presenting formulas for the left and right
end-terms of an almost split sequence in X s Sub L. Recall that a maxi-
mal projective module is an indecomposable projective module P with the
property that every monomorphism P ª T with T g Sub L splits, or,
equivalently, every monomorphism P ª Q with Q projective in mod L
splits. For a module N, denote by inj dim N the injective dimension of N.
w xWe quote from the argument preceding Proposition 6.9 of AS81a .
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. a For an arbitrary artin algebra L, a complete set of
non-isomorphic maximal projecti¨ e modules forms a complete set of indecom-
posable splitting injecti¨ e modules in Sub L.
 .b Sub L is closed under extensions if and only if inj dim P F 1 for all
maximal projecti¨ e L-modules P.
Formulas for the left and right end-terms of an almost split sequence in
w xSub L were obtained in BM in the special case when L is a 1-Gorenstein
artin algebra. Recall that L is 1-Gorenstein if an injective envelope of L is
projective, which is equivalent to inj dim P s 0 for all maximal projective
modules P. In the situation when inj dim L s 1, the formula for the leftL
end-term of an almost split sequence in the category of Cohen]Macaulay
w xmodules over a Gorenstein artin algebra L AR91b, Theorem 3.7, p. 234
is another special case, because in this situation the category of
Cohen]Macaulay modules coincides with Sub L. Recall that L is Goren-
stein if inj dim L - ` and inj dim L - `. We consider the general case,L L
in the sense that our only assumption is that X s Sub L is closed under
extensions.
Recall that since Sub M, M g mod L, is a functorially finite subcate-
 .gory, every module in mod L has a left right Sub M-approximation. An
explicit formula for a minimal left Sub M-approximation of an arbitrary
module in mod L was indicated above, but we have no explicit formula for
a right Sub M-approximation, whether minimal or not, in general. We can
give such an explicit formula in case M s L; for the moment, we do not
have to assume that Sub L is closed under extensions.
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We remind the reader that for N g mod L, the first syzygy V N of N is
 .f N0 6 .defined by the exact sequence 0 ª V N ª P N N ª 0, where0
 . y1f N is a projective cover. The first cosyzygy V N is defined by the exact0  .g N0 y16  .  .sequence 0 ª N I N ª V N ª 0, where g N is an injective0 0
envelope.
LEMMA 4.4. Let p : N ª I be an epimorphism, where N g Sub L and
I g mod L is injecti¨ e.
 .a p is a right Sub L-approximation of I.
 .b If p is a right minimal morphism, then N is a projecti¨ e co¨er of I.
 .Proof. a Let h : X ª I be a morphism with X g Sub L, and let
i : X ª P be a monomorphism with P projective in mod L. Denote by
j : P ª I a morphism satisfying h s ji, and by q : P ª N, a morphism
satisfying j s pq. Then h s pqi, whence p is a right Sub L-approximation
of I.
 .  .b Since a projective cover P I ª I is an epimorphism and a right0
 .minimal morphism, a and the uniqueness of a minimal right Sub L-ap-
 .proximation imply N ( P I .0
Lemma 4.4 says that a projective cover of an injective L-module is its
minimal right Sub L-approximation. We now use the lemma to compute a
 .right not necessarily minimal Sub L-approximation of an arbitrary mod-
ule.
COROLLARY 4.5. For N g mod L, consider the exact sequence 0 ª
j .g N0 y16  .   ..   ..N I N ª V N ª 0 and a projecti¨ e co¨er f I N : P I N0 0 0 0 0
 .ª I N . Denote by h a unique morphism making the following exact0
diagram commutati¨ e.
  ..jf I Ni 0 0 y16 6 6 6  ..   ..0 Ker jf I N P I N V N 00 0 0 0
6
6
  ..f I Nh 0 0
 .g N j0 y16 6 6 6 .N0 I N V N 0.0
  ..Then h : Ker jf I N ª N is a right Sub L-approximation.0 0
Proof. Let u : X ª N be a morphism with X g Sub L. By Lemma 4.4,
  ..  .  .f I N is a right Sub L-approximation of I N , so that g N u s0 0 0 0
  ..   ..f I N ¨ for some ¨ : X ª P I N . Since i is a monomorphism, so is0 0 0 0
hw x   ..   ..the morphism : Ker jf I N ª N [ P I N . Hence the left square0 0 0 0i
of the diagram, which is a pushout, is also a pullback, so that there is a
  ..unique morphism l : X ª Ker jf I N satisfying u s hl and ¨ s il. We0 0
have shown that h is a right Sub L-approximation of N.
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 .Note that, as follows from Proposition 4.7 b to be stated and proved
below, the morphism h from Corollary 4.5 is not a minimal right Sub L-
approximation of N, at least, if N g Sub L.
For the remainder of the paper, unless indicated otherwise, we assume
that Sub L is closed under extensions.
We proceed with a more specific description of the Ext-injective mod-
ules in Sub L.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A g Sub L be an indecomposable module.
 .a A is splitting injecti¨ e if and only if it is a direct summand of a
 .projecti¨ e co¨er P I of some indecomposable injecti¨ e L-module I.0
 .b A is Ext-injecti¨ e but not splitting injecti¨ e if and only if A is a direct
summand of V I for some indecomposable injecti¨ e L-module I.
 .  .Proof. a This follows from Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.2 a .
 .  .b This follows from Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.2 b .
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let A be an indecomposable module in Sub L that is
not splitting injecti¨ e.
 .  . y1a I A and V A ha¨e the same projecti¨ e co¨er.0
 . y1  .b VV A ( V I A [ A.0
 .Proof. a Consider the exact commutative diagram
6 6 y1 6 y1 6 .  .0 A A [ P V A P V A 00 0
6
6
g h
y16 6 6 6 .A0 I A V A 0,0
66
0 0
where the bottom row is an injective envelope and h is a projective cover.
 .   ..By Corollary 4.6 a , P I A is a splitting injective module and so is0 0
 y1 . y1  .P V A because V A is a factor module of I A . Using Lemma 4.4,0 0
  ..  y1 .we conclude that P I A is a direct summand of A [ P V A . Since0 0 0
  ..A is not a splitting injective module, P I A is a direct summand of0 0
 y1 .   ..  y1 .P V A , whence we have P I A ( P V A .0 0 0 0
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 .b Consider the exact commutative diagram
0 0
6 66 6 6 6
 .0 V I A V A 00
6 66 6 6 6
 .   ..  .V I A0 P I A I A 00 0 0 0
6 6
y1 y1V A V A
6 6
0 0
where the middle row is a projective cover and the right column is an
 .injective envelope. By a , the middle column is a projective cover, so that
y1  .V ( VV A. Since V I A is an Ext-injective module in Sub L according0
y1 .  .to Corollary 4.6 b , the top row splits. Thus VV A ( V I A [ A.0
 .Denote by V I the subcategory of mod L consisting of the finite
direct sums of indecomposable direct summands of V I, where I runs
through the set of indecomposable injective L-modules. By Corollary
 .  .4.6 b , V I is the full additive subcategory of Sub L determined by the
Ext-injective but not splitting injective modules. For all N g mod L, we
X X  .have N s N [ N , where N g V I and no indecomposable directV  I .
 .summand of N is in V I . Clearly, N is uniquely determined upV  I . V  I .
to isomorphism.
THEOREM 4.8. Let 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 be an almost split sequence in
Sub L. Then:
 .a C ( V Tr V DA.
 . y1b V A ( W [ I, where I is an injecti¨ e module and W is an
indecomposable non-injecti¨ e module.
 .c VW ( V DV Tr C.
 .  .d A ( V DV Tr C .V  I .
 .e A ( V DV Tr C if and only if VW is indecomposable.
 .  .Proof. a It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.1 c and the
w xargument at the bottom of p. 409 of BM , which works not only when L is
1-Gorenstein, but for all artin algebras L such that Sub L is closed under
extensions.
 . X Xb We begin with an observation that V DA ( A [ Q, where A is
an indecomposable non-projective Lo p-module and Q is a projective Lo p-
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module. This follows from the facts that C ( V Tr V DA is an indecom-
posable non-projective L-module, Tr vanishes on projective modules, the
operators V and Tr respect direct sums, and V Tr V Tr Y ( Y for all
indecomposable non-projective Y g Sub Lo p as stated in Proposition 3.1 of
w x y1 X XBM . Therefore V A ( DA [ DQ, where W s DA is indecomposable
non-injective and I s DQ is injective.
 .  .c In view of a , we have V DV Tr C ( V DV Tr V Tr V DA (
V DAX s VW.
 .  .  .d Using b and Proposition 4.7 b , we obtain V DV DA (
y1  .VV A ( VW [ V I ( V I A [ A. By the Krull]Remak]Schmidt theo-0
 .rem, VW ( A [ Z with Z g V I because A is an indecomposable
 .non-Ext-injective module in Sub L and all modules in V I are Ext-injec-
 .  .  .tive according to Corollary 4.6 b . By c , we have A ( VW (V  I .
 .V DV Tr C .V  I .
 .  .  .e This follows from c and d .
 . w xPart a of Theorem 4.8 was obtained in BM in case L is 1-Gorenstein.
 . w xPart d is a generalization of the formula A ( V DV Tr C from BM .
We show that the latter formula does not work in general.
  .  ..EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the quiver G s ¨ G , a G with the set of
 .  4  .  4vertices ¨ G s 1, 2 and the set of arrows a G s a , b , where a : 1 ª 1
w  .xand b : 2 ª 1. Fix an arbitrary field k and let L s k G, r G be the path
algebra of G over k modulo the ideal generated by the set of relations
 .  34r G s a .
Denote by e , e the idempotents of L corresponding to the trivial paths1 2
 4on G at the vertices 1 and 2, respectively. Then Le , Le is a complete1 2
set of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable projective L-modules. A
 .direct verification shows that Hom Le , Le s 0, Le is isomorphic to aL 2 1 1
submodule of Le , and every non-zero endomorphism of Le is an2 2
isomorphism. It follows that Le is a unique up to isomorphism maximal2
projective L-module.
Denote by I an injective envelope of the simple L-module S associated1 1
with vertex 1, and by I , the simple injective module associated with vertex2
2. A standard computation shows that the L-module I corresponds to the1
 .  .following representation V, f of the quiver with relations G, r over k.
 4The vector space V associated to vertex 1 has a k-basis u , u , u ; the1 1 2 3
 4vector space V associated to vertex 2 has a k-basis ¨ , ¨ , ¨ ; the linear2 1 2 3
 .transformation f associated to arrow a is given by f u s u fora a i iq1
 .i s 1, 2 and f u s 0; the linear transformation f associated to arrow ba 3 b
 .is given by f ¨ s u for i s 1, 2, 3.b i i
Since Soc Le ( S , then I is an injective envelope of Le , and we2 1 1 2
obtain the exact sequence 0 ª Le ª I ª I [ I ª 0. Therefore2 1 2 2
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inj dim Le s 1 and Sub L is closed under extensions according to Propo-2
 .sition 4.3 b .
It is easy to see that Le is a projective cover of I and Le [ Le [ Le2 2 2 2 2
is a projective cover of I , so that we obtain the exact sequences1
4.2 0 ª Le ª Le ª I ª 0 . 1 2 2
and
4.3 0 ª Le [ Le ª Le [ Le [ Le ª I ª 0. . 1 1 2 2 2 1
 .By Corollary 4.6 b , Le is a unique up to isomorphism indecomposable1
Ext-injective module that is not splitting injective. Since Le is a unique2
 .up to isomorphism maximal projective module, Proposition 4.3 a implies
that S is an indecomposable non-Ext-injective module in Sub L.1
We ask the reader to verify that we have the exact sequence 0 ª S ª1
I ª I [ W ª 0, where the L-module W corresponds to the following1 2
 .  .representation W, g of the quiver with relations G, r over k. The vector
 4space W associated to vertex 1 has a k-basis u , u ; the vector space W1 1 2 2
 4associated to vertex 2 has a k-basis ¨ , ¨ ; the linear transformation g1 2 a
 .  .associated to arrow a is given by g u s u and g u s 0; the lineara 1 2 a 2
 .transformation g associated to arrow b is given by g ¨ s u forb b i i
i s 1, 2. It is easy to check that W is an indecomposable non-injective
L-module.
 .  .It follows from 4.2 and 4.3 that V I ( Le and V I ( Le [ Le , so2 1 1 1 1
that VVy1S ( V I [ VW ( Le [ VW ( V I [ S ( Le [ Le [ S ,1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .using Proposition 4.7 b and the fact that I is an injective envelope of S .1 1
By the Krull]Remak]Schmidt theorem, VW ( Le [ S . Since VW is1 1
 .decomposable, it follows from Theorem 4.8 e that if 0 ª S ª B ª C ª 01
is an almost split sequence in Sub L, then V DV Tr C \ S . Thus the1
formula for the left end-term of an almost split sequence in Sub L
w xobtained in BM for a 1-Gorenstein artin algebra L does not work in
general.
 .  .In view of Theorem 4.8 d , e and Example 4.1, it is natural to ask
whether an artin algebra L is l-Gorenstein, provided A ( V DV Tr C for
all almost split sequences 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in Sub L. To show that
the answer is negative, we need an easy observation about artin algebras
w xsatisfying the following condition JK .
 .A Every submodule of an indecomposable projective module is
either projective or simple.
The following statement is true without the assumption that Sub L is
closed under extensions.
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 .LEMMA 4.9. If L satisfies A , then an indecomposable non-projecti¨ e
module in Sub L is simple.
Proof. Consider a left minimal monomorphism f : X ª [t P , wherejjs1
X g Sub L is indecomposable non-projective and P is indecomposablej
projective for all j. Let p : [t P ª P be the projection. Then Im p fl j l ljs1
 ./ 0 is a simple module because L satisfies A and X is indecomposable
non-projective. It follows that X ( Im f is semisimple, hence, it must be
simple.
w  .xEXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the path algebra L s k G, r G over an arbi-
  .  ..trary field k of the quiver G s ¨ G , a G described in Example 4.1
 .  24modulo the ideal generated by the set of relations r G s a . Using the
same as in Example 4.1 notation for the simple, indecomposable projec-
tive, and indecomposable injective modules, we have that Le is a module1
 .of length 2 and rLe ( Le . Therefore, L satisfies condition A and2 1
 4Lemma 4.9 implies that S , Le , Le is a complete set of non-isomorphic1 1 2
indecomposable modules in Sub L.
 .As in Example 4.1, Hom Le , Le s 0 and every non-zero endomor-L 2 1
phism of Le is an isomorphism, so that Le is a unique up to isomor-2 2
phism maximal projective L-module.
The indecomposable injective L-module I corresponds to the following1
 .  .representation V, f of the quiver with relations G, r over k. V has a1
 4  4  .k-basis u , u ; V has a k-basis ¨ , ¨ ; f is given by f u s u and1 2 2 1 2 a a 1 2
 .  .f u s 0; f is given by f ¨ s u for i s 1, 2.a 2 b b i i
Since Soc Le ( S , then I is an injective envelope of Le , and we2 1 1 2
obtain the exact sequence 0 ª Le ª I ª I ª 0. Therefore, L is not2 1 2
1-Gorenstein but inj dim Le s 1, whence Sub L is closed under exten-2
sions.
It is easy to see that Le is a projective cover of I and Le [ Le is a2 2 2 2
projective cover of I , so that we obtain the exact sequences1
4.4 0 ª Le ª Le ª I ª 0 . 1 2 2
and
4.5 0 ª Le ª Le [ Le ª I ª 0. . 1 2 2 1
 .By Corollary 4.6 b , Le is a unique up to isomorphism indecomposable1
Ext-injective module that is not splitting injective. It follows that S is a1
unique up to isomorphism indecomposable non-Ext-injective module in
Sub L.
Embedding S in its injective envelope I , we get the exact sequence1 1
0 ª S ª I ª I [ W ª 0, where the L-module W corresponds to the1 1 2
 .  .following representation W, g of the quiver with relations G, r over
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k : W s W s k, g s 0, and g s 1 . Clearly, W is an indecomposable1 2 a b k
non-injective L-module, and it is easy to see that VW ( S . By Theorem1
 .4.8 e , for the almost split sequence 0 ª S ª B ª C ª 0 in Sub L, we1
have V DV Tr C ( S .1
Since S is a unique indecomposable non-Ext-injective module in Sub L,1
we have A ( V DV Tr C for all almost split sequences 0 ª A ª B ª C
ª 0 in Sub L. However, L is not a 1-Gorenstein artin algebra.
It would be interesting to describe the class of artin algebras for which
Sub L is closed under extensions and A ( V DV Tr C for all almost split
sequences 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in Sub L. Example 4.2 shows that this
class is strictly larger than the class of 1-Gorenstein algebras.
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